
IN  COURT  OF  THE  MOTOR  ACCIDENT  CLAIMS  TRIBUNAL:
      BONGAIGAON.

                 M.A.C. CASE NO. 67/2011

1. Md. Khairul Hoque,
    S/O Lt. Tufanu Mondal
                                                   ........Claimant
              Vs.

1. Represented by,
    The Manager, 

               Shri Ram General Insurance Co. Ltd.,
    E-H EPIP RICO Industrial Area, Sitapura

                          Jaipur, Rajasthan-302022,
    ..Insurer of Vehicle No. AS-18/C-0977

              (Auto Rickshaw, Piaggo Ape Passenger).
2. Md. Meharul Islam,
    S/O Jiaruddin Ahmed,
    Owner of Vehicle No. AS-18/C-0977

                 (Auto Rickshaw, Piaggo Ape Passenger).
3. Sri Amar Sarkar,
    S/O Sri Prabhat Sarkar,
    Driver of Vehicle No. AS-18/C-0977

               (Auto  Rickshaw,  Piaggo  Ape  Passenger).
       .......Opposite Parties.

                

PRESENT :    Smt. I. Barman,
    Member, M.A.C.T.,
     Bongaigaon.

    
Advocate for the claimant                : Sri M. H. Akond
Advocate for the opposite party No.1         : Smt. J. Barua
Advocate for the opposite party No.2 & 3 : Sri K. Das

       Date of Argument : 11.12.2017, 04.01.2018
       Date of Judgment : 06.01.2018

       JUDGMENT AND ORDER

1.      The claim case arose out of the petition preferred U/S 166
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of  the  Motor  Vehicle  Act,  1988  filed  by  the  claimant  claiming

compensation from the opposite parties on account of injury sustained by

him in a motor vehicle accident occurred on 09.01.2011.

2. Case of the claimant in brief, is that, on 09.01.2011 at about

6:45  P.M  while  the  claimant  was  travelling  by  the  Auto  Rickshaw

bearing No.AS-18/C-0977 from Jogighopa Tiniali side towards Chatpara

then due to rash and negligent driving of the driver, the Auto Rickshaw

knocked down the Electricity Post,  as  a result  of which,  the claimant

sustained grievous injuries on his left leg and various parts of the body.

Immediately  after  the  accident,  he  was  admitted  at  Goalpara  Civil

Hospital,  wherefrom he was shifted to  Hayat  Hospital,  Guwahati  and

thereafter he was also treated at Coochbihar and Seven Sister Medical

Service Ltd, Goalpara. It is also stated that due to the accident, his left

leg  was  amputated.  It  is  contended  that  with  regard  to  the  accident,

Jogighopa P.S case No.9/2011 u/s 279/337/338/427 IPC was registered.

Hence,  prayed  compensation  of  Rs.  12,00,000/-  from  the  opposite

parties. 

3. In response to the notice, the opposite party No.1 Shriram

General Insurance Co. Ltd., the insurer of the vehicle No. AS-18/C-0977

(Auto Rickshaw), by filing written statement denied rash and negligent

driving on the part of the driver and put the claimant to make strictest

proof with regard to the alleged accident, driving licence, fitness of the

vehicle, registration certificate, income of the claimant etc. It is further

pleaded that claimant's claim is excessive. In this premise, the answering

opposite party prayed to dismiss the claim. 
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4. On receipt of notice, opposite party No. 2 & 3 the owner

and driver  of  the  vehicle  No.AS-18/C-0977 (Auto  Rickshaw) entered

their appearance and by filling written statement denying the rash and

negligent driving on the part of the driver of the Auto Rickshaw i.e. the

opposite party No.3 submitted that at the time of accident, the vehicle

was  duly  insured  with  the  opposite  party  No.1  i.e.  Shriram  General

Insurance  Co.  Ltd.  vide  policy  No.  10003/31/11/109054  valid  upto

28.07.2011 and the driver of the vehicle also possessed a valid driving

licence at the time of accident and as such opposite party No.1 is liable to

pay the compensation amount, if any. It is further pleaded that claimant's

claim is highly excessive. In this premise the answering opposite parties

prayed to exonerate them from the liability. 

5. On the  pleadings  of  the  parties,  the  following issues  are

formulated:-

i. Whether the vehicle No.AS-18/C-0977 was involved in the

accident, if so, whether the accident took place due to rash

and negligent driving of the driver of the said vehicle?

ii. Whether the claimant Md. Khairul Hoque sustained bodily

injuries  in  motor  vehicle  accident  due  to  hit  by  or  by

travelling in the vehicle No. AS-18/C-0977?

iii.  Whether the claimant is entitled to get compensation, if so,

to what extent and by whom it is payable ?

6. In  course  of  trial,  the  claimant  side  examined  four

witnesses and the contesting opposite parties duly cross examined them.

The contesting opposite parties have not adduced any evidence. 
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7. I  have  heard  argument  of  both  sides  and carefully  gone

through the evidence on record.

 Issue No. i & ii:

8. Claimant  Md.  Khairul  Hoque  has  averred  in  the  claim

petition as well  as in evidence that  on 09.01.2011 at  about 6:45 P.M,

when he was travelling by the Auto Rickshaw bearing No.AS-18/C-0977

(Auto Rickshaw) from Jogighopa Tiniali side towards Chatpara, then due

to rash and negligent driving of the driver, the Auto Rickshaw knocked

down the Electricity Post,  as a result  of which, he sustained grievous

injuries on his left leg and other parts of the body. Immediately after the

accident, he was admitted at Goalpara Civil Hospital, wherefrom he was

shifted to Hayat Hospital, Guwahati and thereafter he was also treated at

Coochbihar and got amputated his left leg. Thereafter, at Seven Sister

Medical Service Ltd., Goalpara again operation was done to his left leg.

He also  stated  that  due to  the  accident  he  has  become 80% disabled

person. He further stated with regard to the accident, Jogighopa P.S case

No.9/2011  u/s  279/337/338/427  IPC  was  registered.  During  cross  he

stated that after about 16/17 days of the accident, his leg was amputated

at  Coochbihar.  He stated that  he  was not  admitted in  any hospital  in

Guwahati. He admitted that he had not filed any document regarding the

date on which his leg was got amputated. He further stated that after two

years of amputation, the disability certificate was issued to him.

9. Claimant  side  also  examined one  eye  witness  PW2 Md.

Akbor Ali.  He stated that  on 09.01.2011 at  about 6:45 P.M when the

claimant was traveling by the Auto Rickshaw bearing No.AS-18/C-0977
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from Jogighopa Tiniali  Side towards Chatpara,  the auto rickshaw met

with an accident on 31(B). N.H.Way at Jogighopa Tiniali, due to rash and

negligent driving of its driver who knocked down the Electricity Post, as

a result of which claimant Md. Khairul Hoque sustained grievous injuries

on his left leg and other parts of the body. Immediately after the accident,

he was admitted at Goalpara Civil Hospital, wherefrom he was shifted to

Hayat Hospital, Guwahati and thereafter the injured was also treated at

Coochbehar and Seven Sister Medical Service Ltd., Goalpara. Due to the

accident his left leg was amputated. He stated that on the day of accident

when he was standing on 31(B) N.H.Way at Jogighopa Tiniali one Kilo

meter South, then he saw the accident from 10 meter distance. He also

stated that the accident occurred due to rash and negligent driving of the

driver of the vehicle No.AS-18/C-0977. He again stated that due to the

accident  the  claimant  became 80% disabled person.  He further  stated

with  regard  to  the  accident,  Jogighopa  P.S  case  No.9/2011  u/s

279/337/338/427 IPC was registered. In support of evidence he proved

accident information report as Ext.1, F.I.R form as Ext.2, Ejahar as Ext.3

and  discharge  certificates,  disability  certificate,  registration  card,

pathology  reports,  X-ray  reports  money  receipts,  cash  memos,

prescriptions as Ext.4 to Ext.68. During cross he stated that the injured

Khairul Hoque was taken to Hayat Hospital, Guwahati. He admitted that

as  per  F.I.R  the  injured  was  sent  to  G.M.C.H,  Guwahati.  He  also

admitted that in Ext.5 the discharge certificate of Hayat Hospital, there is

overwriting in date of admission as well as date of discharge. 

10. Now, let us see whether the accident took place due to rash

and negligent driving on the part  of the driver of the vehicle No.  AS
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-18/C-0977 (Auto Rickshaw).

11. From the evidence of PWs and other documents proved by

the claimant side, it is clear that claimant sustained injuries due to the

motor vehicle accident occurred on 09.01.2011. The accident information

report  Ext.1  issued  by  Jogighopa  Police  Station  reflects  that  on

09.01.2011 at about 6:45 P.M an accident  occurred at Jogighopa Tiniali

(1km  South)  involving  the  vehicle  bearing  No.  AS-18/C-0977  (Auto

Rickshaw)  wherein  one  Khairul  Hoque  was  shown  as  injured.  PWs

including eye witness clearly stated that on 09.01.2011 at about 6:45 P.M

when the claimant was traveling by the Auto Rickshaw bearing No.AS-

18/C-0977  from  Jogighopa  Tiniali  Side  towards  Chatpara,  the  auto

rickshaw met with an accident on 31(B). N.H.Way at Jogighopa Tiniali,

due to rash and negligent driving of its driver who knocked down the

Electricity  Post,  as  a  result  of  which  claimant  Md.  Khairul  Hoque

sustained grievous injuries on his left leg and other parts of the body.

Due to the accident his left leg was amputated above knee. With regard

to the accident,  Jogighopa P.S. Case No. 9/2011 U/S 279/337/338/427

IPC  was  registered   During  cross  by  the  contesting  opposite  parties,

nothing could  be  elicited regarding rash  and negligent  driving  of  the

offending vehicle concerned. From the above evidence of PWs, both oral

and documentary, it appears to me that there was rash and negligence on

the part of the driver of the offending vehicle bearing No. AS-18/C-0977

(Auto  Rickshaw).  The  opposite  parties  did  not  adduce  any  rebuttal

evidence regarding rash and negligent driving of the offending vehicle

concerned. In view of the above evidence of the PWs and in absence of

any contrary legal evidence, I am of the opinion that the accident took
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place at Jogighopa  Tiniali (1km South) due to rash and negligent driving

of  the  offending vehicle  bearing  No.  AS-19/C-0977 (Auto Rickshaw)

and the claimant received injuries in the said accident. Accordingly, these

two issues are decided in favour of the claimant.

               

Issue No. iii:

12. This  issue  relates  to  the  entitlement  of  the  claimant  for

compensation  and  extent  thereof  as  well  as  liability  of  the  opposite

parties to pay such compensation.

13. In view of my foregoing decision, I am of the opinion that

claimant  Md.  Khairul  Hoque  sustained  injuries  on  his  person  in  the

motor vehicle accident occurred on 09.01.2011 and as such the claimant

is  entitled  to  compensation.  Now  coming  to  the  quantum  of

compensation, claimant in his evidence stated that after the accident he

was  treated  at  different  hospitals.  On  careful  perusal  of  bills  and

vouchers  proved  by  the  claimant  it  is  found  that  an  amount  of

Rs.47,160/-  say  Rs.47,200/-  was  expended  during  treatment.  Hence,

claimant  is  entitled  to  this  amount  as  medical  expenses.  Ext.4  the

discharge  slip  reveals  that  claimant  Khairul  Hoque  was  admitted  in

Goalpara Civil Hospital on 9.1.11 i.e. on the day of accident at 7:40 P.M

and  he  was  discharged  on  same  night  at  8:00  P.M  and  referred  to

G.M.C.H and he sustained extension crush in lower limb mid thigh to

calcaneum  middle.  Ext.5  the  discharge  certificate  of  Hayat  Hospital

reflects that the patient sustained leg losing injury of the left lower limb

extending from mid thigh to ankle and injured was admitted there on

10.1.11  and  was  discharged  on  11.1.11  against  advice.  Ext.34  the
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discharge  certificate  on  request  issued  by  MJN  (District)  hospital,

Koochbihar of Department of Health and Family Welfare Government of

West  Bengal  reveals  that  due  to  the  accident,  Md  Khairul  Hoque

sustained  open  fracture  of  left  tibia  and  infected  wound  and  surgery

status shows above knee amputation. He was admitted there on 12.1.11

and  discharged  on  request  on  29.1.11  Ext.67  the  bill  dtd.  20.2.11  of

Seven Sisters Medical Service Ltd.,  Goalpara shows that an operation

was done at  that  hospital  also.  The ld/counsel  of  the  claimant  during

argument submitted that after amputation at Govt. Hospital, Koochbihar,

the  claimant  had  been  suffering  from  some  infection  for  which,  an

operation  was  to  be  done  at  Seven  Sisters  Medical  Service  Limited,

Goalpara. Ext.6 the discharge summary issued by Seven Sisters Medical

Service Ltd. reveals that the patient sustained infected crush injury (Lt.

Thigh) and re amputation at mid thigh was done. The claimant further

stated that due to the accident he became 80% disabled person. In that

respect, he examined two witnesses namely Niva Das the District Social

Welfare Officer, Bongaigaon as PW3 and Dr. Kochir Udddin Ahmed as

PW4. PW3 in her evidence stated that as per doctor's report Ext.7 the

disability certificate was issued in favour of Khairul Hoque and as per

the certificate his disability is 80%.  PW4 Dr. Kochir Uddin Ahmed in his

evidence stated that on 18.02.2012 when he was working as a member of

Medical Board, he examined Khairul Hoque and on examination found

absence of left lower limb from lower half of left thigh following road

traffic accident one year ago and he had above knee amputation of left

thigh at  its  middle  causing permanent  disablement  of  about  80%. He

proved Ext.69 the medical examination sheet. During cross he stated that

he had not gone through any previous documents regarding treatment of

amputation and as per history of patient, he mentioned that amputation
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was  followed  by  road  traffic  accident.  During  cross  he  denied  the

suggestion  that  percentage  of  disablement  was  exaggerated.  The

amputation above left knee shows that the claimant cannot live without

support. Considering the injury, i.e. amputation above left knee sustained

by the claimant as mentioned above, his disability is taken as 70% and as

such the claimant is entitled to pecuniary damages for loss of earning

capacity to the extent of 70% due to the injury sustained in the accident

besides  medical  expenses.  Now  taking  the  question  of  income,  the

claimant in claim petition stated that he was a businessman and earned

Rs.5,000/- per month but regarding occupation and income, no document

is proved. Further, in claim petition and in some medical documents the

age of the claimant is mentioned as 40 years whereas in discharge slip of

Goalpara Civil Hospital (Ext.4) and discharge summary of Seven Sisters

Medical Service Ltd. (Ext.6) age of the injured claimant is mentioned 50

years.  In  the  above  and  in  absence  of  other  documents  age  of  the

claimant is taken as 50 years at the time of accident. So, as a man of the

age of 50 years,  in the year of 2011, one can easily earn at least Rs.

4,000/-  per  month  and multiplier  would  be  '13'.  As  such  the  loss  of

income  due  to  disability  would  be  Rs.  4,000  X  12  X  13  X  70% =

4,36,800/-. Moreover, he was in different hospitals for long time. So pain

and  suffering  is  there  and  he  must  incurred  some  miscellaneous

expenses. At the time of 50 years for remaining life, he will suffer trauma

due to his disability as he cannot stand without support. Therefore, I feel

that ends of justice will be met by awarding him a sum of Rs. 1,00,000/-

in  lieu  of  pain,  suffering  and  mental  agony.  Moreover,  due  to  his

disability, he cannot live like a normal man and will not be able to enjoy

life. He will suffer lots of difficulties. Hence, it would not be just and

reasonable to award him a sum of Rs.  60,000/- for loss of amenities.
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Further he is required to periodical check up and has to purchase crutch

periodically.  Hence,  an  amount  of  Rs.50,000  is  awarded  for  future

expenses. 

 Hence,  the  amount  of  compensation  is  calculated  as

follows :-

Sl. No. HEADS CALCULATION

(i) Medical expenditures Rs.   47,200/-

(ii) Loss of income due to disability Rs.4,36,800/-

(iii) Loss of amenities Rs.    60,000/-

(iv) Pain, suffering and mental agony Rs.1,00,000/-

(v) Future expenses Rs.    50,000/-

(v) Miscellaneous including travelling expenses Rs.    20,000/- 

Total Rs.7,14,000/-

14. The Auto Rickshaw bearing No. AS-18/C-0977 involved in

the accident was duly insured with the opposite party No.1, i.e. Shri Ram

General Insurance Co. Ltd., vide Policy No.10003/31/11/109054 which

was valid upto 28.07.2011. Hence, the opposite party No.1 is liable to

pay  the  compensation  to  the  claimant.  Issue  No.  (iii)  is  decided

accordingly.

O    R    D     E     R

15. In  the  result,  the  claim  petition  is  allowed  on  contest.

Opposite party No.1 the Shri Ram General Insurance Co. Ltd. is directed

to  pay  the  amount  of  Rs.7,14,000/-  (Rupees  seven  lac  fourteenth
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thousand) only to the claimant. In this case, the claimant in the stage of

argument, sought for time for adducing evidence of doctor on 19.12.15.

Hence, the awarded amount shall carry interest @ 6% p.a. from 19.12.15

till its realization. The Opp. Party No.1 is directed to pay the said amount

through this Tribunal within 2 (two) months from the date of passing of

the order.

16. Let a copy of the judgment be transmitted to the opposite

party No.1  for  information and necessary action.

17. Given under my hand and the seal of this Tribunal on this

6th  day of January, 2018.

    (I. Barman)
                                                Member, MACT

   Bongaigaon.
Dictated and corrected by me,

    
         

           (I. Barman)
        Member, MACT
           Bongaigaon.                 
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